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Tcl/Tk Scripting
Language

Introduction I
 The Tool Command Language, or Tcl, is an interpreted programming
language with variables, procedures, and control structures, to interface to
a variety of design tools and to the design data
 The language is easily extended with new function calls, so that it has
been expanded to support new tools and technology since its inception
and adoption in the early 1990s
 It has been adopted as the standard application programming interface, or
API, among most EDA vendors to control and extend their applications
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Introduction II
 The Tcl language provides built-in commands to read and write files to the
local file system
 This enables dynamic creation of directories, starting FPGA design
projects, adding files to the projects, running synthesis and
implementation
 One can also customize the reports generated from design projects, on
device utilization and quality of results, to share across the organization
 Tcl language can also be used to implement new design approaches, or
work around existing problems, inserting and deleting design objects, or
modifying properties as needed
 Tcl scripts can replay established portions of design flow to standardize
the process
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Introduction III
 Xilinx® has adopted Tcl as the native programming language for the
Vivado Design Suite, as it is easily adopted and mastered by designers
familiar with this industry standard language
 The Tcl interpreter inside the Vivado Design Suite provides the full power
and flexibility of the Tcl language to control the application, access design
objects and their properties, and create custom reports
 Using Tcl, existing design flow can be adapted to meet specific design
challenges
 Tcl reference material is provided by the Tcl Developer Xchange website,
which maintains the open source code base and documentation for Tcl,
and is located at http://www.tcl.tk
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Running Tcl within Xilinx Vivado Design Suite I
 Individual Tcl commands or Tcl scripts are executed within Vivado Design
Suite in the “Tcl Console” window or Vivado Tcl Shell
 Individual Tcl commands are executed by typing the Tcl commands,
together with the required parameters, in the “Tcl Console” window and
pressing enter
 Tcl command will be executed and the results of the command execution
will be reported within the same window
 Tcl scripts are also executed in the “Tcl Console” window, or in the Vivado
Tcl Shell
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Running Tcl within Xilinx Vivado Design Suite II
 First step in executing a Tcl script is to change the working directory to a
directory which contains the Tcl script
 This is done in the “Tcl Console” window or Vivado Tcl Shell, by using
standard operating system commands, like dir, pwd, cd, etc.
 After this, following command must be executed in the “Tcl Console”
window or Vivado Tcl Shell

source tcl_script_name.tcl
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Tcl Language Basics

Tcl Language Basics I
 In the following slides a brief introduction to the Tcl language will be given
 For a more detailed information about Tcl language, please refer to large
collection of books or visit some of numerous websites, like
www.tcl.tk/man/tcl8.5/tutorial/tcltutorial.html
 A Tcl command is a string of words, separated by blanks or tabs
 The Tcl interpreter breaks the command line into words and performs
command and variable substitutions as needed
 The Tcl interpreter reads the line from left to right, evaluates each word
completely before attempting to evaluate the next
 Command and variable substitutions are performed from left to right as
the line is read
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Tcl Language Basics II
 A word is a string that can be a single word, or multiple words within braces, {}, or
multiple words within quotation marks, ""
 Semicolons, brackets, tabs, spaces, and new-lines, within quotation marks or
braces are treated as ordinary characters

 However, the backslash, \, is treated as a special character even within braces
and quotation marks, as discussed below
 The first word identifies the command, and all subsequent words are passed to
the command as arguments
set outputDir ./Tcl_Created_Data/cpu_output
 In the preceding example, the first word is the Tcl set command, which is used to
assign variables
 The second and third words are passed to the set command as the variable name
(outputDir), and the variable value (./Tcl_Created_Data/cpu_output)
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Tcl Language Basics III
 When a backslash, ‘\’, is used in a word, then the Tcl interpreter performs
backslash substitution
 In most cases, this means that the character following the backslash is
treated as a standard character in the word
 This is used to add quotes, braces, dollar signs, or other special
characters to a string
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Tcl Language Basics IV
 You can get help directly from the Tcl console
 Every Vivado command supports the –help command line argument that
can be used anywhere in the line. For example:

Vivado% create_clock -help
Vivado% create_clock -name CLK1 -period 10 -help
 In addition, there is a help command that provides additional information
 Providing a command name to the help command (i.e help <command>)
reports the same help information as <command> -help:

Vivado% help create_clock
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Tcl Language Basics V
 The help command can also just return a short description of the arguments with
the -args option:
Vivado% help create_clock -args
create_clock
Description:
Create a clock object
Syntax:
create_clock -period <arg> [-name <arg>] [-waveform <args>] [-add] [-quiet]
[-verbose] [<objects>]
Returns:
new clock object
Usage:
Name Description
------------------------period Clock period: Value > 0
[-name] Clock name
[-waveform] Clock edge specification
[-add] Add to the existing clock in source_objects
[-quiet] Ignore command errors
[-verbose] Suspend message limits during command execution
[<objects>] List of clock source ports, pins or nets
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Tcl Language Basics V
 A short summary of the syntax of a command is also available with the syntax option:
Vivado% help create_clock -syntax
create_clock
Syntax:
create_clock -period <arg> [-name <arg>] [-waveform <args>] [-add]
[-quiet][-verbose] [<objects>]

 In addition to providing help for the specific commands, the help
command can also provide information on categories of commands or
classes of objects

 A list of categories can be obtained by executing the help command
without any argument or option
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Tcl Language Basics VI
 The list of commands available under each category can be also reported
with the -category option
 For example, the following command reports all the commands under the
Tools category
Vivado% help -category tools
Topic
link_design
list_features
load_features
opt_design

Description
Open a netlist design.
List available features.
Load Tcl commands for a specified feature.
Optimize the current netlist. This will perform the retarget,
propconst, and sweep optimizations by default.
phys_opt_design Optimize the current placed netlist.
place_design
Automatically place ports and leaf-level instances
route_design
Route the current design
synth_design
Synthesize a design using Vivado Synthesis and open that
design
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Tcl Variables I
 In Tcl, everything may be represented as a string, although internally it may be
represented as a list, integer, double, or other type, in order to make the language
fast
 The assignment and variable declaration command in Tcl is set
set VarName [Value]
 VarName – name of variable which is being created or to which a value is being
assigned
 Value – value we want to assign to a variable
 If varName consists only of alphanumeric characters, and no parentheses, it is a
scalar variable

 If varName has the form varName(index), it is a member of an associative array
 When called with just one argument, set will return the contents of that argument
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Tcl Variables II
 Examples of set commands
set X "This is a string"
set Y 1.24
puts $X
puts $Y
puts "..............................."
set label "The value in Y is: "
puts "$label $Y“
 If you look at the example code, you'll notice that in the set command the
first argument is typed with only its name, but in the puts statement the
argument is preceded with a $
 The dollar sign tells Tcl to use the value of the variable - in this
case X or Y
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Tcl Evaluation & Substitutions: Grouping arguments
with " " I
 In Tcl, the evaluation of a command is done in 2 phases

 The first phase is a single pass of substitutions
 The second phase is the evaluation of the resulting command

 Note that only one pass of substitutions is made. Thus in the command
puts $varName
 the contents of the proper variable are substituted for $varName, and then the
command is executed
 Assuming we have set varName to "Hello World", the sequence would look like
this:
puts $varName ⇒ puts "Hello World",
 which is then executed and prints out Hello World
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Tcl Evaluation & Substitutions: Grouping arguments
with " " II
 During the substitution phase, several types of substitutions occur
 A command within square brackets ([]) is replaced with the result of the execution
of that command
 Words within double quotes (“”) or braces ({}) are grouped into a single argument
 However, double quotes and braces cause different behavior during the
substitution phase
 Grouping words within double quotes allows substitutions to occur within the
quotations or, in fancier terms, "interpolation"
 The substituted group is then evaluated as a single argument. Thus, in the
command:
puts "The current stock value is $varName"
 the current contents of varName are substituted for $varName, and then the entire
string is printed to the output device, just like the example above
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Tcl Evaluation & Substitutions: Grouping arguments
with {}
 During the substitution phase of command evaluation, the two grouping
operators, the brace ({) and the double quote ("), are treated differently by
the Tcl interpreter
 We saw that grouping words with double quotes allows substitutions to
occur within the double quotes
 By contrast, grouping words within double braces disables substitution
within the braces
 Characters within braces are passed to a command exactly as written
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Tcl Evaluation & Substitutions: Grouping arguments
with [] I
 You obtain the results of a command by placing the command in square
brackets ([])
 This is the functional equivalent of the back single quote (`) in sh
programming, or using the return value of a function in C
 As the Tcl interpreter reads in a line it replaces all the $variables with their
values.

 If a portion of the string is grouped with square brackets, then the string
within the square brackets is evaluated as a command by the interpreter,
and the result of the command replaces the square bracketed string
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Tcl Evaluation & Substitutions: Grouping arguments
with [] II
 Let's take the following code segment, for example:

puts [readsensor [selectsensor]]
 The parser scans the entire command, and sees that there is a command
substitution to perform: readsensor [selectsensor], which is sent to the interpreter
for evaluation
 The parser once again finds a command to be evaluated and substituted,
selectsensor

 The fictitious selectsensor command is evaluated, and it presumably returns a
sensor to read
 At this point, readsensor has a sensor to read, and the readsensor command is
evaluated
 Finally, the value of readsensor is passed on back to the puts command, which
prints the output to the screen
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Performing Computations in Tcl I
 The Tcl command for doing math type operations is expr
 Many commands use expr behind the scenes in order to evaluate test
expressions, such as if, while and for loops, discussed later

 All of the advice given here for expr also holds for these other commands
 expr takes all of its arguments ("2 + 2" for example) and evaluates the result
as a Tcl "expression" (rather than a normal command), and returns the value
 The operators permitted in Tcl expressions include all the standard math
functions, logical operators, bitwise operators, as well as math functions
like rand(), sqrt(), cosh() and so on
 Expressions almost always yield numeric results (integer or floating-point
values)
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Performing Computations in Tcl II
 A Tcl expression consists of a combination of operands, operators, and
parentheses
 White space may be used between operands, operators and parentheses; it is
ignored by the expression processor

 Where possible, operands are interpreted as integer values
 Integer values may be specified in decimal (the normal case), in octal (if the first
character of the operand is 0), or in hexadecimal (if the first two characters of the
operand are 0x)
 If an operand does not have one of the integer formats given above, then it is
treated as a floating-point number, if that is possible
 Floating-point numbers may be specified in any of the ways accepted by an ANSIcompliant C compiler
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Performing Computations in Tcl III
 For example, all of the following are valid floating-point numbers:

2.1
3.
6E4
7.91e+16
.000001
 If no numeric interpretation is possible, then an operand is left as a string (and
only a limited set of operators may be applied to it
 Operands may be specified in any of the following ways:
- As an numeric value, either integer or floating-point
- As a Tcl variable, using standard $ notation. The variable's value will be used as the
operand
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Performing Computations in Tcl IV
 The valid operators are listed below, grouped in decreasing order of precedence:
 -+~!
 Unary minus, unary plus, bit-wise NOT, logical NOT. None of these operators may
be applied to string operands, and bit-wise NOT may be applied only to integers.
 **
 Exponentiation (works on both floating-point numbers and integers)
 */%
 Multiply, divide, remainder. None of these operators may be applied to string
operands, and remainder may be applied only to integers. The remainder will
always have the same sign as the divisor and an absolute value smaller than the
divisor.
 + Add and subtract. Valid for any numeric operands.
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Performing Computations in Tcl V
 << >>
 Left and right (bit) shift. Valid for integer operands only.
 < > <= >=
 Relational operators: less, greater, less than or equal, and greater than or equal.
Each operator produces 1 if the condition is true, 0 otherwise. These operators
may be applied to numeric operands as well as strings, in which case string
comparison is used.
 eq ne in ni
 Compare two strings for equality (eq) or inequality (ne). and two operators for
checking if a string is contained in a list (in) or not (ni). These operators all return
1 (true) or 0 (false). Using these operators ensures that the operands are
regarded exclusively as strings (and lists), not as possible numbers.
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Performing Computations in Tcl VI
 &
 Bit-wise AND. Valid for integer operands only.
 ^
 Bit-wise exclusive OR. Valid for integer operands only.
 |
 Bit-wise OR. Valid for integer operands only.
 &&
 Logical AND. Produces a 1 result if both operands are non-zero, 0 otherwise. Valid for
numeric operands only (integers or floating-point).
 ||
 Logical OR. Produces a 0 result if both operands are zero, 1 otherwise. Valid for
numeric operands only (integers or floating-point).
 x?y:z
 If-then-else. If x evaluates to non-zero, then the result is the value of y. Otherwise the
result is the value of z. The x operand must have a numeric value.
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Performing Computations in Tcl VII
 Tcl supports the following mathematical functions in expressions:

abs
cosh
isqrt
sin

acos
double
log
sinh

asin
entier
log10
sqrt

atan
exp
max
srand

atan2
floor
min
tan

bool
fmod
pow
tanh

ceil
hypot
rand
wide

cos
int
round

 Besides these functions, you can also apply commands within an expression
 For instance, following sequence of Tcl commands
% set x 1
% set w "Abcdef"
% expr { [string length $w]-2*$x }
 results in
4
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Performing Computations in Tcl VIII
 Tcl supports the following functions to convert from one representation of
a number to another:
- double() converts a number to a floating-point number
- int() converts a number to an ordinary integer number (by truncating the
decimal part)
- wide() converts a number to a so-called wide integer number (these
numbers have a larger range)
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Tcl if Command I
 Like most languages, Tcl supports an if command. The syntax is:
if expr1 [then]
body1
elseif expr2 [then]
body2
elsif expr3 [then]
...
[else]
bodyN
 The words then and else are optional, although generally then is left out
and else is used
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Tcl if Command II
 The test expression following if should return a value that can be
interpreted as representing "true" or "false":

a numeric value
yes/no
true/false

False
0
no
false

True
all others
yes
true

 If the test expression returns a string "yes"/"no" or "true"/"false", the case
of the return is not checked
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Tcl if Command III
 If the test expression expr1 evaluates to True, then body1 will be executed

 If the test expression expr1 evaluates to False, then the word after body1 will be
examined
 If the next word is elseif, then the next test expression will be tested as a condition
 If the next word is else then the final body will be evaluated as a command
 The test expression following the word if is evaluated in the same manner as in
the expr command
 The test expression following if may be enclosed within quotes, or braces
 If it is enclosed within braces, it will be evaluated within the if command, and if
enclosed within quotes it will be evaluated during the substitution phase, and then
another round of substitutions will be done within the if command
 This extra round can cause unexpected trouble - avoid it
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Tcl if Command IV
 Some examples of using if command:

set x 1
if {$x == 2} {puts "$x is 2"} else {puts "$x is not 2"}
if {$x != 1} {
puts "$x is != 1"
} else {
puts "$x is 1"
}
if $x==1 {puts "GOT 1"}
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Tcl switch Command I
 The switch command allows you to choose one of several options in your code

 It is similar to switch in C, except that it is more flexible, because you can switch
on strings, instead of just integers
 The string will be compared to a set of patterns, and when a pattern matches the
string, the code associated with that pattern will be evaluated
 The syntax rule for the Tcl switch command has two forms
switch string
pattern1
body1
pattern2
body2
...
patternN
bodyN

switch string {
pattern1
body1
pattern2
body2
...
patternN
bodyN }
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Tcl switch Command II
 String is the string that you wish to test, and pattern1, pattern2, etc. are the
patterns that the string will be compared to
 If string matches a pattern, then the code within the body associated with that
pattern will be executed

 The return value of the body will be returned as the return value of the switch
statement
 Only one pattern will be matched
 If the last pattern argument is the string default, that pattern will match any string
 This guarantees that some set of code will be executed no matter what the
contents of string are
 If there is no default argument, and none of the patterns match string, then
the switch command will return an empty string
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Tcl switch Command III
 If you use the brace version of this command, there will be no substitutions done
on the patterns
 The body of the command, however, will be parsed and evaluated just like any
other command, so there will be a pass of substitutions done on that, just as will
be done in the first syntax
 The advantage of the second form is that you can write multiple line commands
more readably with the brackets

 Note that you can use braces to group the body argument when using
the switch or if commands
 This is because these commands pass their body argument to the Tcl interpreter
for evaluation
 This evaluation includes a pass of substitutions just as it does for code not within a
command body argument
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Tcl switch Command IV
set x "ONE"
set y 1
set z ONE
# This is probably the easiest and cleanest form of the command # to remember:
switch $x {
"$z" {
set y1 [expr {$y+1}]
puts "MATCH \$z. $y + $z is $y1"
}
ONE {
set y1 [expr {$y+1}]
puts "MATCH ONE. $y + one is $y1"
}
TWO {
set y1 [expr {$y+2}]
puts "MATCH TWO. $y + two is $y1"
}
THREE {
set y1 [expr {$y+3}]
puts "MATCH THREE. $y + three is $y1"
}
default {
puts "$x is NOT A MATCH"
}
}
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Tcl switch Command V
set x "ONE"
set y 1
set z ONE
switch $x "$z" {
set y1 [expr {$y+1}]
puts "MATCH \$z. $y + $z is $y1"
} ONE {
set y1 [expr {$y+1}]
puts "MATCH ONE. $y + one is $y1"
} TWO {
set y1 [expr {$y+2}]
puts "MATCH TWO. $y + two is $y1"
} THREE {
set y1 [expr {$y+3}]
puts "MATCH THREE. $y + three is $y1"
} default {
puts "$x does not match any of these choices"
}
switch $x "ONE" "puts ONE=1" "TWO" "puts TWO=2" "default" "puts NO_MATCH"
switch $x \
"ONE"
"puts ONE=1" \
"TWO"
"puts TWO=2" \
"default" "puts NO_MATCH";
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Tcl while Command I
 Tcl includes two commands for looping, the while and for commands
 Like the if statement, they evaluate their test the same way that the expr does
 In most circumstances where one of these commands can be used, the other can
be used as well
 Syntax rule for the while command is
while test
body
 The while command evaluates test as an expression
 If test is true, the code in body is executed
 After the code in body has been executed, test is evaluated again
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Tcl while Command II
 A continue statement within body will stop the execution of the code and the test
will be re-evaluated
 A break within body will break out of the while loop, and execution will continue
with the next line of code after body

 In Tcl everything is a command, and everything goes through the same
substitution phase
 For this reason, the test must be placed within braces
 If test is placed within quotes, the substitution phase will replace any variables
with their current value, and will pass that test to the while command to evaluate,
and since the test has only numbers, it will always evaluate the same, quite
probably leading to an endless loop!
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Tcl while Command III
set x 1
# This is a normal way to write a Tcl while loop.
while {$x < 5} {
puts "x is $x"
set x [expr {$x + 1}]
}
puts "exited first loop with X equal to $x\n"
# The next example shows the difference between ".." and {...}
# How many times does the following loop run? Why does it not
# print on each pass?
set x 0
while "$x < 5" {
set x [expr {$x + 1}]
if {$x > 7} break
if "$x > 3" continue
puts "x is $x"
}
puts "exited second loop with X equal to $x"
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Tcl for Command I
 Tcl supports an iterated loop construct similar to the for loop in C

 The for command in Tcl takes four arguments; an initialization, a test, an increment, and the
body of code to evaluate on each pass through the loop. The syntax for the for command is:
for start test next
body
 During evaluation of the for command, the start code is evaluated once, before any other
arguments are evaluated
 After the start code has been evaluated, the test is evaluated
 If the test evaluates to true, then the body is evaluated, and finally, the next argument is
evaluated
 After evaluating the next argument, the interpreter loops back to the test, and repeats the
process
 If the test evaluates as false, then the loop will exit immediately
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Tcl for Command II
 Start is the initialization portion of the command
 It is usually used to initialize the iteration variable, but can contain any
code that you wish to execute before the loop starts

 The test argument is evaluated as an expression, just as with
the expr while and if commands
 Next is commonly an incrementing command, but may contain any
command which the Tcl interpreter can evaluate
 Body is the body of code to execute
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Tcl for Command III
 Since you commonly do not want the Tcl interpreter's substitution phase
to change variables to their current values before passing control to
the for command, it is common to group the arguments with curly braces
 When braces are used for grouping, the newline is not treated as the end
of a Tcl command. This makes it simpler to write multiple line commands.
 However, the opening brace must be on the line with the for command, or
the Tcl interpreter will treat the close of the next brace as the end of the
command, and you will get an error
 This is different than other languages like C or Perl, where it doesn't
matter where you place your braces
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Tcl for Command IV
 Within the body code, the commands break and continue may be used
just as they are used with the while command
 When a break is encountered, the loop exits immediately

 When a continue is encountered, evaluation of the body ceases, and
the test is re-evaluated
 Because incrementing the iteration variable is so common, Tcl has a
special command for this
incr varName [increment]
 This command adds the value in the second argument to the variable
named in the first argument
 If no value is given for the second argument, it defaults to 1
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Tcl for Command V
for {set i 0} {$i < 10} {incr i} {
puts "I inside first loop: $i"
}
for {set i 3} {$i < 2} {incr i} {
puts "I inside second loop: $i"
}
puts "Start"
set i 0
while {$i < 10} {
puts "I inside third loop: $i"
incr i
puts "I after incr: $i"
}
set i 0
incr i
# This is equivalent to:
set i [expr {$i + 1}]
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Adding new Tcl Commands – proc I
 In Tcl there is actually no distinction between commands (often known as
'functions' in other languages) and "syntax"
 There are no reserved words (like if and while) as exist in C, Java,
Python, Perl, etc...
 When the Tcl interpreter starts up there is a list of known commands that
the interpreter uses to parse a line

 These commands include while, for, set, puts, and so on
 They are, however, still just regular Tcl commands that obey the same
syntax rules as all Tcl commands, both built-in, and those that you create
yourself with the proc command
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Adding new Tcl Commands – proc II
 The proc command creates a new command. The syntax for
the proc command is
proc name args
body

 When proc is evaluated, it creates a new command with name name that
takes arguments args
 When the procedure name is called, it then runs the code contained
in body
 Args is a list of arguments which will be passed to name
 When name is invoked, local variables with these names will be created,
and the values to be passed to name will be copied to the local variables
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Adding new Tcl Commands – proc III
 The value that the body of a proc returns can be defined with the return command

 The return command will return its argument to the calling program
 If there is no return, then body will return to the caller when the last of its commands
has been executed
 The return value of the last command becomes the return value of the procedure
proc sum {arg1 arg2} {
set x [expr {$arg1 + $arg2}];
return $x
}
puts " The sum of 2 + 3 is: [sum 2 3]\n\n"
proc for {a b c} {
puts "The for command has been replaced by a puts";
puts "The arguments were: $a\n$b\n$c\n"
}
for {set i 1} {$i < 10} {incr i}
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Tcl Data Structures – list I
 The list is the basic Tcl data structure
 A list is simply an ordered collection of stuff; numbers, words, strings, or other lists
 Even commands in Tcl are just lists in which the first list entry is the name of a
proc, and subsequent members of the list are the arguments to the proc
 Lists can be created in several ways:
1. by setting a variable to be a list of values

set lst {{item 1} {item 2} {item 3}}
2. with the split command
set lst [split "item 1.item 2.item 3" "."]
3. with the list command
set lst [list "item 1" "item 2" "item 3"]
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Tcl Data Structures – list II
 An individual list member can be accessed with the lindex command
 The brief description of Tcl commands that manipulate lists:
 list [arg1] [arg2] ... [argN] - Makes a list of the arguments

 split string [splitChars] - Splits the string into a list of items wherever
the splitChars occur in the code
SplitChars defaults to being whitespace. Note that if there are two or
more splitChars then each one will be used individually to split the string. In other
words: split "1234567" "36" would return the following list: {12 45 7}.
 lindex list index - Returns the index'th item from the list.
Note: lists start from 0, not 1, so the first item is at index 0, the second item is at
index 1, and so on.
 llength list - Returns the number of elements in a list
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Tcl Data Structures – list III
 The items in list can be iterated through using the foreach command
foreach varname list
body
 The foreach command will execute the body code one time for each list item
in list
 On each pass, varname will contain the value of the next list item
 In reality, the above form of foreach is the simple form, but the command is quite
powerful
 It will allow you to take more than one variable at a time from the list:
foreach {a b} $listofpairs { ... }
 You can even take a variable at a time from multiple lists! For example:
foreach a $listOfA b $listOfB { ... }
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Tcl Data Structures – list IV
 Some examples showing how to create and manipulate lists
set x "a b c"
puts "Item at index 2 of the list {$x} is: [lindex $x 2]\n"
set y [split 7/4/1776 "/"]
puts "We celebrate on the [lindex $y 1]'th day of the [lindex $y 0]'th month\n"
set z [list puts "arg 2 is $y" ]
puts "A command resembles: $z\n"

set i 0
foreach j $x {
puts "$j is item number $i in list x"
incr i
}
 Following Tcl commands can be used to add or remove elements from a list,
search and sort the list: concat, lappend, linsert, lreplace, lset, lserach, lsort
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Tcl Data Structures – Associative Array I
 Languages like C, BASIC, FORTRAN and Java support arrays in which
the index value is an integer
 Tcl, like most scripting languages (Perl, Python, PHP, etc...) supports
associative arrays (also known as "hash tables") in which the index value
is a string
 The syntax for an associative array is to put the index within parentheses:

set name(first) "Mary"
set name(last) "Poppins"
puts "Full name: $name(first) $name(last)"
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Tcl Data Structures – Associative Array II
 There are several array commands aside from simply accessing and creating
arrays:
 array exists arrayName
Returns 1 if arrayName is an array variable. Returns 0 if arrayName is a scalar
variable, proc, or does not exist.
 array names arrayName [pattern]
Returns a list of the indices for the associative array arrayName. If pattern is
supplied, only those indices that match pattern are returned.
 array size arrayName
Returns the number of elements in array arrayName.
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Tcl Data Structures – Associative Array III
proc addname {first last} {
global name

# Create a new ID (stored in the name array too)
incr name(ID)
set id $name(ID)

# Some array commands
array set array1 [list {123} {Abigail Aardvark} \
{234} {Bob Baboon} \
{345} {Cathy Coyote} \
{456} {Daniel Dog} ]
puts "Array1 has [array size array1] entries\n"

set name($id,first) $first;# The index is simply a string!
set name($id,last) $last;
}
# Initialise the array and add a few names
global name
set name(ID) 0
addname Mary Poppins
addname Uriah Heep
addname Rene Descartes
addname Leonardo "da Vinci"
# Check the contents of our database
# The parray command is a quick way to print it
parray name

puts "Array1 has the following entries: \n [array names array1] \n"
puts "ID Number 123 belongs to $array1(123)\n"
if {[array exist array1]} {
puts "array1 is an array"
} else {
puts "array1 is not an array"
}
if {[array exist array2]} {
puts "array2 is an array"
} else {
puts "array2 is not an array"
}
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Tcl Scripting Basics

Tcl Scripting Basics I
 A Tcl script is a series of Tcl commands, separated by new-lines or
semicolons
 Tcl script can be viewed as a Tcl program who, when executed achieves
a desired result
 Using Tcl script one can combine all processing steps, and all necessary
configuration settings required for successful completion of digital system
implementation, into one file
 When implementing digital systems, one can use a GUI of the
development system to control the implementation process
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Tcl Scripting Basics II
 However, this approach has a severe drawback since, when using GUI,
implementation flow that is being used is not clearly specified and
therefore prone to errors
 Required settings of different tools, used in the implementation flow, and
required execution order of different implementation tasks are not clearly
specified when using GUI, since the designer must manually apply each
setting and execute every task

 Using this approach it is easy to forget the correct order of tasks, and their
required settings, that would lead to a successful implementation
 Also, using GUI-based approach, it is very difficult for somebody else to
use the flow
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Tcl Scripting Basics III
 Another approach that can be used in setting up the implementation flow
is to use Tcl scripts
 Tcl scripting enables for all necessary configuration settings, as well as
desired tool execution order to be specified within one or more Tcl script
files
 With Tcl scripting implementation flow is clearly documented and can be
easily reproduced, even by designers that are not familiar with it
 This prevents introduction of unintentional errors in the implementation
flow that would otherwise be a result of not clearly enough specified
implementation procedure
 For this reason, in every major digital system design project, Tcl scripting
flow is used
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Tcl Scripting Basics IV
 There is no standardized procedure when developing Tcl script based
implementation flow
 Typically, every company has it own unique procedure for development of Tcl
scripts, and one Tcl script based implementation flow that is then customized for
each individual project
 Next, we will present one, very simple, Tcl script that can be used to implement
basic FPGA implementation flow based on the Vivado Design Suite tool
 Tcl script will be used to:
- automatically create a project,
- configure the settings of various tools that are used within the implementation
flow,
- generate results and reports as a result of running different tools and save them
to specified locations for later inspection
- generate the FPGA configuration file that will be used for FPGA programming
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Tcl Scripting Basics V
 In order to accomplish all these tasks, a directory structure must be
defined, specifying locations where all design files and all tool-generated
report and result files will be stored
 This directory structure can also be defined in arbitrary way, so once more
every company defines its own project directory structure that is then used
with every project, or is customized to actual project requirements
 Directory structure, that should be used with the Tcl script file that will be
discussed later on, is shown on the following slide
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Typical Project Folder Structure
FOLDER NAME
matrix_multiply

DESCRIPTION
Root folder for complete matrix multiplier project. All project related files will be stored within
this folder.

release

Release folder contains all files that should be released to the end used. In our example
this folder will contain only a FPGA configuration file, but it could also contain various
documentation files like: User Manual, Datasheet, Application Notes, White Papers, etc.

result

Work folder, where all intermediary files, including Vivado Design Suite project files,
generated as a result of execution of various tools within the implementation flow, will be
stored.

src

Base folder containing all source files that make up the current project. Using these files
and different tools, files stored in the release and result folders will be generated in the
process of design implementation.
Folder holding all C source files for the project. These files can be part of an algorithmic
model of the design that is being implemented (if we are using HLS synthesis), but they can
also be part of the driver for the IP core (if the end result of the project is an IP core that
should be used in the processor based SoCs).

c

script
vhdl

Folder containing all Tcl script files, that are used in the implementation process.
Folder containing all VHDL source files that are part of RTL model of the design that is
being implemented.

tb
xdc

Folder where all VHDL files that are part of verification environment are stored.
Folder containing all user defined constraints files (XDC files).
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Structure of Basic Tcl Script I
 Once the project directory structure is defined, Tcl script file for the
desired implementation flow can be created
 Tcl script file, describing the desired implementation flow doesn’t have to
be contained within only one Tcl file
 Desired design implementation flow can be distributed over several
separate Tcl script files that all together define it

 This is almost always the case if more complex implementation flow is
being scripted
 In our example, since it defines the most basic implementation flow, there
is only one Tcl script file
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Structure of Basic Tcl Script II
 Tcl script file specifying basic design implementation flow shown below
can be divided into several sections
 SECTION 1: Creation of Vivado project
set resultDir ../../result/matrix_multiply
set releaseDir ../../release/matrix_multiply
file mkdir $resultDir
file mkdir $releaseDir
create_project matrix_multiply ../../result/matrix_multiply \
-part xc7z020clg484-1 -force

 This section defines the paths to the result and release folders, creates
these folders and using Vivado create_project Tcl command creates new
Vivado project that will be used to generate FPGA configuration file for the
matrix multiply module
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Structure of Basic Tcl Script III
 SECTION 2: Adding all source files to the Vivado project
add_files -norecurse ../vhdl/utils_pkg.vhd
add_files -norecurse ../vhdl/matrix_mult.vhd
add_files -norecurse ../vhdl/dp_bram.vhd
add_files -norecurse ../vhdl/mem_subsystem.vhd
add_files -norecurse ../vhdl/axi_matrix_multiply_v1_0_S00_AXI.vhd
add_files -norecurse ../vhdl/axi_matrix_multiply_v1_0_S01_AXI.vhd
add_files -norecurse ../vhdl/axi_matrix_multiply_v1_0.vhd
add_files -fileset constrs_1 ../xdc/matrix_multiply.xdc
update_compile_order -fileset sources_1

 In this section all necessary source files (VHDL files holding the RTL
model of the matrix multiplier, and XDC file containing the user defined
constraints) are being added to the Vivado project, using Vivado
add_files Tcl command
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Structure of Basic Tcl Script IV
 SECTION 3: Running RTL synthesis
launch_runs synth_1
wait_on_run synth_1

 In this section RTL VHDL model is being synthesized into a gate-level
netlist, using a Vivado RTL synthesis compiler
 This is accomplished executing Vivado launch_runs Tcl command, with
the specification which synthesis set should be used (synth_1)
 Tcl script next waits until RTL synthesis process is completed, using
Vivado wait_on_run Tcl command
 We must wait until current process is completed, before we can start the
next process within Vivado Design Suite tool
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Structure of Basic Tcl Script V
 SECTION 4: Running implementation process
set_property STEPS.WRITE_BITSTREAM.TCL.PRE
[pwd]/pre_write_bitstream.tcl [get_runs impl_1]
launch_runs impl_1 -to_step write_bitstream
wait_on_run impl_1

 In this section implementation process is started (design mapping, place and
route, as well as bitstream generation), once more using the Vivado
launch_runs Tcl command
 Please notice, that using the set_property Vivado Tcl command, we have
specified what additional Tcl file should be executed before running the
bitstream generation process
 This is way how designer can execute additional processes (in our case
configure some bitstream configuration settings) before every standard
Vivado process
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Structure of Basic Tcl Script VI
 SECTION 5: Copying necessary files to the release folder
file copy -force
../../result/matrix_multiply/matrix_multiply.runs/impl_1/axi_matrix_multiply_v1_0.bit
../../release/matrix_multiply/matrix_multiply.bit

 Within this section all result files, that were generated during the design
implementation process by various Vivado tools, and that are part of the
deliverables package that will be distributed to the end user, are copied
for their original locations within the result folder to the predefined
locations in the release folder, using Tcl file copy command
 In our example only one file is being copied from the result folder to the
release folder, FPGA configuration file matrix_multiply.bit
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